Introduction {#sec1}
============

As a research program with its foundation in the biolinguistics framework, the Minimalist Program (MP) "seeks the simplest formulation of Universal Grammar (UG)," which is "the theory of the biological endowment of the relevant components of the faculty of language (FL)" ([@ref7], p. viii). Thus, though each exists as its own object of inquiry, any prediction of FL is a prediction of UG, which is a prediction of MP (though not necessarily vice versa).

Hauser et al. note that "investigations of \[FL\] should include domains other than communication" ([@ref13], p. 1571). In this mini-review, I use functional neuroimaging studies to test the MP prediction that there is "a qualitative difference in the way in which organisms with \[FL\] approach and deal with systems that are languagelike and others that are not" ([@ref6], p. 56)[^1^](#fn001){ref-type="fn"}.

To that end, I first precisely define what constitutes a languagelike system and establish some testable systems that meet this definition. I then test for specificity to languagelike systems ("languagelike-specificity") by reviewing event-related potential (ERP) studies and demonstrating similarities of cognitive processes ("cognitive overlap") across different languagelike systems.

It should be said at the outset that it is not possible to comprehensively cover the abundance of language-related ERP studies within this mini-review. I have therefore carefully selected only those studies most relevant to the discussion herein, and I recommend that the interested reader check [@ref17], [@ref4], and [@ref23] for comprehensive reviews on language-related ERPs.

Languagelike Systems {#sec2}
====================

According to Chomsky et al., there are two empirical, non-negotiable characteristics of language: discrete infinity and displacement ([@ref9], p. 3). Discrete infinity refers to the infinite generative capacity of grammatical sentences from a finite set of symbols, or the ability to "make infinite use of finite means" ([@ref6], p. 8). Displacement refers to the maintaining of a noun phrase's thematic relation to a verb, while displacing it from its base position, such as is found in active/passive voice alternation ([@ref9], p. 3). Note, however, that these two characteristics are simply the consequence of an underlying computational mechanism. We call this mechanism Merge, a fundamental set-formation operation that produces a new syntactic object *K* from two syntactic objects X and Y, such that *K* = {X,Y}. Importantly, it is the *recursive* application of Merge that is considered sufficient to account for both discrete infinity and displacement ([@ref9], pp. 3--4). Thus, FL is characterized by recursion[^2^](#fn002){ref-type="fn"}, which is often regarded as the most fundamental feature of language and consequently gives us a suitable working definition: a languagelike system is one that utilizes recursion.

Recursion {#sec3}
---------

To move further, we must understand recursion. It is tempting to equate recursion with embedding, for example in the use of recursive possessives (as in "my father's father's father's\..."), in the use of recursive relative clauses (as in "the boy that wore the shirt that got dirty at the game that\..."), and so on. However, this oversimplification is a mischaracterization that has led to confusion over whether or not recursion exists in all human language (see [@ref10] and [@ref21], for the famous debate on Pirãha exceptionality). In fact, embedding is a property and evidence of recursion, but recursion is not limited to embedding. Watumull et al. formally describe recursion by three criterial properties: computability, definition by induction, and mathematical induction ([@ref35], p. 1). Computability refers to output being generated deterministically by conditional branching, as in a Turing machine: "IF in state *q~i~* reading symbol *x~i~* on the tape, THEN write *y~i~*, move one space, transition to state *q~j~*" ([@ref35], pp. 1--2). A function is computable if its deterministic rules are finitely specified. Definition by induction allows strong generation of increasingly complex structures through stepwise computation ([@ref35], p. 2). Lastly, mathematical induction results in an unbounded (i.e., infinite) computable generation of structured expressions. An important distinction is that *generation* can be infinite while *production* is finite due to some arbitrary constraint ([@ref35], p. 3). In a Turing machine, such a constraint might be tape length, while in human language, it could be memory limitations, lack of cultural utility (e.g., counting above a certain number), etc. In summary, recursion requires that three criteria are met: (1) computability gives finitely specified rules, (2) definition by induction allows stepwise computation, and (3) mathematical induction provides infinite generative capacity.

Math and Music {#sec4}
--------------

With this definition of a languagelike system, let us take arithmetic sequences and musical prolongation as two case studies. First, consider the famous Fibonacci sequence, defined *F~n~* = *F~n~*~−1~ + *F~n~*~−2~ for each *n* ∈ **N**, with *F*~0~ = 0 and *F*~1~ = 1. This yields {0,1,1,2,3,5,8,13...}, *generating* integers infinitely, and without arbitrary constraints (e.g., "for n \< 10"), it will also *produce* integers infinitely. Thus, the three conditions are satisfied: computability is achieved by the finitely specified formula *F~n~*, definition by induction is satisfied by stepwise computation of the formula, and the sequence is generatively unbounded, satisfying mathematical induction. This same procedure can be used to show any arithmetic sequence to be recursive.

Superficially, music and language have many similarities (expressive communication, cultural significance, local variation, etc.), but it is not straightforward whether music is a languagelike system. In their book *A Generative Theory of Tonal Music* (GTTM), Lerdahl and Jackendoff developed a formal grammar for music. The authors first note that a generative theory of music is "a formal description of the musical intuitions of a listener who is experienced in a musical idiom" ([@ref19], p. 1). Let us consider musical prolongation. In music theory, the highest hierarchical level is the tonic (i.e., the resolving pitch) of the key (e.g., in the key C Major, the tonic is C). The tonic is said to *prolongate,* governing all parts of the piece played in relation to it ([@ref19], p. 179). Consider ending "Mary had a Little Lamb" on "it's fleece was white as." The omission of "snow" leaves the piece melodically unresolved, illustrating that note's function as the prolongational head.

Regarding prolongation, GTTM provides four "prolongation reduction well-formedness rules" (PRWFR). Though I will only use the first rule, I include all four (greatly simplified) both for reference and to adequately demonstrate that prolongation satisfies languagelike criteria:

1.  **PRWFR 1:** Every (section of a) piece has a single prolongational head.

2.  **PRWFR 2:** A pitch event *e~i~* can be a direct elaboration[^3^](#fn003){ref-type="fn"} of event *e~j~* in the following ways:

    1.  *e~i~* is a strong prolongation of *e~j~* if its notes are identical;

    2.  *e~i~* is a weak prolongation of *e~j~* if the roots are identical but some notes differ;

    3.  *e~i~* is a progression to or from *e~j~* if the roots differ.

3.  **PRWFR 3:** Every event is either the prolongational head or a recursive elaboration of it.

4.  **PRWFR 4:** (No Crossing Branches) If *e~i~* is a direct elaboration of *e~j~*, every event between them, must be a direct elaboration of *e~i~*, *e~j~*, or some event between them ([@ref19], pp. 214--215).

Here, we have finitely specified generative rules (computability), applied through stepwise computation (definition by induction), and with infinite generative capacity through recursive elaboration (mathematical induction). Thus, musical prolongation satisfies recursion criteria and is indeed a languagelike system.

Note, not all musical structures are languagelike, just as not all mathematical disciplines are, just as not all vocal utterances are. However, this does not preclude their use as empirical tests for languagelike-specificity, since we only consider languagelike subsets of each domain.

Event-Related Potentials and Languagelike-Specificity {#sec5}
=====================================================

Event-related potentials (ERPs) are stimulus-induced, time-locked, averaged electric potentials in the brain measured by electroencephalography (EEG). EEG is a common neurolinguistic research method with high temporal resolution, well suited for studying the time-course of language processing ([@ref34], pp. 477--478; see also [@ref5], for limitations). [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"} summarizes all ERPs reviewed henceforth.

###### 

A simplified summary of ERPs elicited by violations of language and languagelike systems.

  Domain     Violation type         Violation example                             ERPs         Source
  ---------- ---------------------- --------------------------------------------- ------------ ------------------------------
  Language   Semantics              "The cat will [bake]{.ul}."                   N400         [@ref11], [@ref27], [@ref18]
  Language   Syntax                 "The blouse was on [ironed]{.ul}."            P600         [@ref26], [@ref16], [@ref4]
  Language   Morphosyntax           "The clerk [were]{.ul} severely underpaid."   LAN, P600    [@ref1], [@ref20]
  Math       Arithmetic sequence    "7 10 13 16 19 22 [24]{.ul}"                  LAN, P600    [@ref24]
  Math       Arithmetic operation   "7 × 4... [24]{.ul}"                          N400, P3     [@ref22]
  Music      Prolongation           \[out-of-key chord\]                          RATN, P600   [@ref2]; [@ref29]
  Music      Meter                  \[deviant accent\]; \[empty beat\]            MMN, P3      [@ref15], [@ref3]

*In each example provided, words/numbers were presented visually one at a time, except for musical stimuli, which were presented aurally. Underlined words/numbers represent the critical stimulus, whose onset (*t* = 0 ms) marks the point from which each ERP's latency is measured*.

Language-Related Event-Related Potentials {#sec6}
-----------------------------------------

Typically, language processing experiments expose participants to semantically or syntactically violated ("critical") stimuli (e.g., \*"the blouse was on ironed."), which is compared against unviolated ("control") stimuli ("the blouse was ironed."). Syntactic/morphosyntactic violations elicit the P600, a long-lasting positive deflection of voltage that peaks over centro-parietal areas of the brain around 600 ms post-stimulus ([@ref26]; [@ref16]; [@ref4]). The P600 is often interpreted as an index of structure-related difficulties or reanalysis ([@ref16], 693). It therefore stands to reason that the same P600 will be elicited by non-linguistic stimuli of languagelike systems.

Similarly, the N400---a centro-posterior negativity at 400 ms post-stimulus---and the LAN---a left anterior negativity, which also peaks around 400 ms post-stimulus---are of linguistic interest. The N400 is elicited by semantic anomalies (e.g., "the cat will bake.") ([@ref11]; [@ref27]), and is interpreted as reflecting semantic integration in a combinatorial process, evidenced by a correlation between N400 amplitude and degree of semantic incongruence ([@ref18]). The LAN often precedes the P600 elicited by morphosyntactic violations (e.g., \*"the clerk were severely underpaid.") ([@ref1]; [@ref20]; see also [@ref12] for review).

Arithmetic Sequence Violation Event-Related Potentials {#sec7}
------------------------------------------------------

Turning to recursive arithmetic sequences, consider an experiment where numbers in a series are presented one at a time. If the generating formula is simple, participants will deduce the formula and predict subsequent numbers. Then, MP predicts that a violation in this sequence would elicit some combination of the LAN, N400, and P600. This was indeed shown to be the case. While recording EEGs, experimenters showed participants seven numbers in sequence, each computed by the simple recursive formula *x~i~*~+1~ = *x~i~* + *c*, where *c* took the value ±2, 3, or 4 (e.g., "7 10 13 16 19 22 25") and the final number was either correct ("\...19 22 25"), widely incorrect ("\...19 22 50"), or narrowly incorrect ("\...19 22 24") ([@ref24], pp. 132--133). The results showed an early left anterior negativity peaking around 250--300 ms (LAN), and a centro-parietal positivity peaking around 500--600 ms (P600). Furthermore, the P600 amplitude increased with widely incorrect endings, compared to narrowly incorrect endings ([@ref24], pp. 134--138).

For comparison, single arithmetic operation violations (e.g., "7 × 4..." "24") are shown to elicit an N400 and a P3 (see section "Making Sense of the P3") ([@ref22], pp. 311--312). Structural differences may explain the N400. A single arithmetic operation corresponds to a single instance of Merge, while arithmetic sequences require a greater maximum depth of Merged subtrees (Degree of Merger) and employ an additional operation, Search ([@ref25], p. 2), which refers back to previous elements in the hierarchical tree. This Search operation could explain the elicitation of the P600 by sequence violations and its absence by single operation violations, although further research is required to test this hypothesis.

Musical Prolongation Violation Event-Related Potentials {#sec8}
-------------------------------------------------------

Recall that GTTM's PRWFR 1 states that there exists a single prolongational head, which governs all subordinate pitch events. In contradiction to this rule, a prolongation violation is a pitch event that disagrees with its prolongational head (i.e., an out-of-key note/chord). Such a pitch event would cause a breakdown and/or reanalysis of the prolongational hierarchy, and by MP prediction should elicit a languagelike neural response.

As with the arithmetic sequence, this turns out to be the case. Patel et al. played musical phrases to musically trained participants while recording EEG data ([@ref29], p. 718). Each phrase consisted of block chords in an established key, at the end of which a target chord was presented as an in-key chord (control), a nearby-key chord, or a distant-key chord ([@ref29], p. 722). EEG results showed a late, centro-parietal positivity peaking at 600 ms post-stimulus (i.e., P600) ([@ref29], p. 723). Moreover, the strongly violated distant-key condition elicited a greater P600 amplitude compared with the weakly violated nearby-key condition ([@ref29], p. 724). Finally, an anterior negativity was found 300--400 ms post-stimulus, though in contrast to the LAN, its distribution was right-lateralized and maximized over anterior-temporal areas (termed RATN) ([@ref29], p. 726). These results agree with other musical ERP studies (see, e.g., [@ref2]) and with the arithmetic sequence violation ERP whose amplitude was also modulated by degree of violation.

Jackendoff claims that in music, meter is the most consistent with language in terms of hierarchical structure ([@ref14], p. 203). Thus, we might expect metric violations to elicit the P600. However, ERP studies on metric deviance report the mismatch negativity (MMN)---a fronto-central negativity peaking around 150--250 ms that is sensitive to infrequent change in repetitive auditory sequences---and a P3 (see section "Making Sense of the P3") (see [@ref15], pp. 2762--2765; [@ref3], pp. 5--8). Here, experimental design dictated that deviant stimuli were constructed by omitting beats or by changing the accent pattern ([@ref3], p. 2). With constant tempo and time signature, such deviations may be interpreted as metric elaborations (analogous to prolongational elaborations) rather than metric violations, thus eliciting the simpler MMN. In other words, metric elaboration may not cause listeners to reanalyze the underlying hierarchical structure.

The results of the arithmetic sequence violation and musical prolongation violation studies show that these violations are, in essence, processed as or very similarly to morphosyntactic violations and that the LAN and P600 are not language-specific, but may instead have languagelike-specificity.

Making Sense of the P3 {#sec9}
======================

The P3 is a centro-parietal positivity around 300 ms, elicited by related but improbable or infrequent events and consists of two subcomponents, P3a and P3b. P3a is an earlier component with a central maximum, related to attentional mechanisms, while P3b is a later component with a parietal maximum, related to attention and memory processing, and modulated by difficulty ([@ref31], pp. 2128--2135).

Bouwer et al.'s metric violation elicited a P3a ([@ref3], p. 4), which is consistent with the interpretation that the metric violation requires attention but no deeper reanalysis of the underlying hierarchical structure.

On the other hand, some researchers propose that the P600 belongs to the P3 "family," evidenced by the observation that both P3b and P600 amplitudes are modulated by difficulty and latencies are modulated by reaction time ([@ref32], pp. 32--33). Under this interpretation, MP would predict that any P3b-eliciting stimulus is languagelike, or else the P3b/P600 cannot be languagelike-specific. Consider one experiment where viewing a video of a man attempting to cut bread with an iron was shown to elicit (a rather late) P3b (as well as an N400) ([@ref33], pp. 2047--2054). If the P3b is languagelike-specific, that implies that this and similar stimuli are processed in a recursive, hierarchical languagelike way (e.g., through combinatorial processes of semantic information contained in the video). It is easy to extend this to the argument that nearly all complex systems are hierarchical in nature. In fact, Pinker and Jackendoff argue that the problem is not that too few systems are languagelike, but rather too many are ([@ref30], p. 230). This does not render FL meaningless, but rather demonstrates how it uniquely equips us to approach many different complex systems in a way that organisms without FL cannot.

Conclusions {#sec10}
===========

In this mini-review, I have treated "languagelike" as a technical term defined by recursion criteria. I have shown that ERP studies demonstrate cognitive overlap (LAN, N400, and P600) between language and subdomains of math, and music, supporting MP prediction that cognitive processing of different languagelike systems is qualitatively distinct. I have also suggested that since some languagelike systems do not elicit languagelike ERPs, if MP prediction is true, then these discrepancies must be accounted for, for example, by structural inconsistencies or by reinterpreting the P600 as belonging to the P3 family.

It is outside the scope of this mini-review to dissociate languagelike ERPs from general cognitive function, and until such dissociation is made, languagelike-specificity cannot be indisputably confirmed. To that end, it is important that future research explore this and similar issues by framing hypotheses in light of current linguistic theory. It is also important that greater efforts be made for cross-communication between linguistic and non-linguistic neuroscientific areas of research.

Regardless, it is clear that the data considered here are compatible with the interpretation that the LAN, N400, and/or P600 have languagelike-specificity and that their elicitation from different languagelike systems indicates a qualitatively distinct processing mechanism for languagelike systems, as predicted by MP.
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^1^The astute reader may notice that the claim predates MP. This does not, however, lessen its pertinence to MP, which is "simply a continuation of what has been undertaken from the earliest years \[of generative grammar\]" ([@ref8], p. 263). The concept is salient throughout MP literature, but wording tends to be less succinct (for purposes here), and more evolution-centric than predictive (see [@ref30], p. 229; [@ref28], p. 7; etc.).

^2^Precisely, it is FL in the narrow sense (FLN) that is characterized by recursion. This is described in contrast to FL in the broad sense (FLB), which includes interface systems ([@ref13], p. 1569). The distinction is important but not relevant here, hence the simplified use of FL instead of FLN.

^3^GTTM defines direct and recursive elaboration such that event *e~i~* is a *direct elaboration* of *e~j~* if *e~i~*'s hierarchical branch terminates on *e~j~*'s branch; and *e~i~* is a *recursive elaboration* of *e~j~* if it is a direct elaboration of *e~i~* or if a series of direct elaborations lead to *e~i~*'s branch ([@ref19], p. 214).
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